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Support Group Desperately Needs Support 
New Chinese Canadian Students' 
Association Struggles to Get Off the Ground 
by Nora Gillis 
Tony Jan needs help. 
He is trying to form a Otinese 
Canadian Students' Association 
(CCSA) at Douglas College. but so 
far has found only a few people 
willing to help him get it going. 
Two meetings have been held, 
butattendancewaslow.Janhasonly 
two names on the charter and needs 
more to make the Association a 
reality. 
''People ask me 'There'salready 
anAsianCulturalClub(DC.ACQ,so 
whydoyou wanttostartonejustfor 
Otinese students?'" 
Jan answered that his 
background is Chinese specifically, 
not just Asian. 
AlvinNg,formervice-president 
of the DCACC and charter member 
of the CCSA, said, "This is not a rival 
of the DCACC, but a complement to 
it. The DCACC has a broad cultural 
base, and I don't think the president 
[of the DCACC]iscapableofhandling 
this big a task." 
Jan said ''Personally, I have a lot 
of questions I want to explore about 
what it's like to be a Otinese student 
in Canadian society." 
He is concerned about 
racism,andnotjustfrom the victim's 
perspective. 
"Frommypastexperience," said 
Jan, '1 see that Chinese people have 
reverse racism toward other groups. 
''If we find out 
moreabout , 
ourselves, we 
can contribute 
more to 
Canadian 
society as a 
whole." 
Muchofitisfrom fear and insecurity, 
and I thoughtifpeoplehaveasupport 
grouptoexplorethesekindsofissues, 
maybe they would get a better 
understanding of what racism is all 
about and how to fight it" 
Jan hopes theCCSA will also be 
a support for ESL students. He 
remembers how he felt when he 
arrived in Canada 12 years ago. 
''Becausemybackground isFSL, 
I know what new immigrants are 
goingthrough.andit'sprettytough." 
Jan would like to get the CCSA 
going in time to plan a memorial 
ceremony for Ttananmen Square. 
Although he sees politics as 
really fundamental, Jan doesn't 
intend to make this a political 
organization. 
"Basically, I would like to get a 
grouptogethertodiscussthings,share 
the experience of what it's like to be 
a Chinese student,. [discuss) things 
that are going on in the Chinese 
community." 
WhenaskedifhesupportsJan's 
efforts, Charles Parker, vice-president 
mternal for the Dougias 'Coiiege 
Student Society (DCSS), said it's not 
up to him to endorse associations or 
clubs. 
'1f he can find students on 
campus that are interested, then I 
would support it." 
For further information, call 
Tony Jan at the DCSS (527-5111). 
CCSA meetings are held every 
Tuesday at noon in Room 1811. Tony Jan Is looking for support to fonn a Chinese Canadian Students' 
Association at Dou las Colle • 
First Nations 
Awareness Week 
by Betsy Senyk 
lnthespiritofBrotherhood,the 
Frrst Nations students of D.C. are 
presenting a First Nations 
Awareness Week on March 15-18, 
1993. 
It is with the objective of 
openingthelinesofcommunication 
and understanding that we are 
presenting our issues to the college. 
Opening ceremonies will 
commence Monday, March 15 at 12 
noon in the concourse. Respected 
Elder Harry La Valle and the Native 
War Veterans will open the 
ceremonies with a "smudge'' and 
prayer to the Great Spirit. At this 
time the Fll'St Nations Students will 
present their War Veterans with a 
traditional Warrior's Staff. An Elders 
Lunch will follow in the Board 
Room. At 2pm Elder Christine 
Daniels will provide a Cultural 
Awareness Workshop. 
Highlights for the week include 
a presentation from the Mohawk 
WarriorsofKanestake,( Oka). They 
willspeakonissuesofhumanrights, 
healing, the Great Law of Peace and 
Native Women's issues. 
Also highlighted will be a 
presentation from the Alliance 
against the NAWAPA water 
diversion scheme. Elder Joe Jules 
will speak on this project that is 
threatening to flood a large 
_continued on page 12 
Conservatives 
Cut Bursaries 
MONTREAL (CUP) -The federal 
government has slashed funding for 
a popular spring and summer 
language study session for Canadian 
students. 
The Second Language Bursary 
Program, run by the Department of 
the Secretary of State, offers $1,700 
bursaries so students can study 
French or English in another 
province. 
But the federal government has 
announced 11.3 per cent cutbacks to 
all programs dealing with official 
languages education. The cut leaves 
the program with $240 million-
down $30 million from last summer. 
Guy Coulombe, Director of the 
National Programs of Official 
Languages and Education at the 
Ministry of Secretary of State, said 
the number of bursaries will be 
reduced, although they'll stay at 
$1,700. 
Coulombesaiddidn'tknow how 
many bursaries will be cut. '~1eissue 
remains in cabinet," he explained. 
Last year 7500 bursaries were 
given out. Quebec students received 
2963. 
Forthoseluckyenoughtoreceive 
a bursary, the program will no longer 
be free. Host campuses will be 
allowed to keep up to $100 of the 
deposit students are required to pay 
upon application. 
Jean-Guy Geroux, Director of 
...• continued on page 12 
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Other Classifieds 
KC"s Words on Paper 
offers professional word 
processing and laser printing of 
your essays etc. 
Editing, pick-UJYdellvery also 
available. call Kerry at 583-4336 
or fax 583-3423. Reasonable 
rates. 
Anyone wishing to ride, share 
long distances call 893-5137 and 
leave message. 
Students! Need some fun and 
laughs? Feeling the pressure of 
College life? New to Canada and 
having trouble adjusting? Feeling 
misunderstood and looking for 
BACHELOR OF ARTS degree 
In 
LIBERAL STUDIES 
and 
Anthropology • Geography 
• Biology • History 
• Creative Writing • Modern Literature 
• English • Psychology 
• General Studies • Sociology 
the Other Press March 19th , 1993 
Applications are still being accepted for the third year of 
this unique, integrated approach to a Bachelor of Arts 
degree offered in conjunction with the University of 
Victoria. Interested? Please phone: 
VERIFICATION INFORMATION 
~mName=·--------~----------------------
~nt •=--------------~--------------------
741-8757 T~~o~=·--~------------------------------
support? JOIN THE DOUGLAS 
CONNECTION. The Douglas 
Nanaimo Campus Connection is a counselling 
900 Fifth Street, support group that will meet 
April14 from 5pm to 7pm In 
room 3343. For more information 
call Najmi in Studem SeiVices at 
527-5143 on Mondays or 
______ N_ana_lm_o_. 8_.c_. _v9_R_555_~ wednesdays March 10 through 
• 
• 
• • 
The ~irBC 
youth standby fare for everyone 
R4 and younger. 
You'Ve been waiting for a better deal on air travel. Here it is. 
You can save 65% off the full economy fare, just by flying standby 
with AlrOC's Class 24 fare. You get the same seat, the same meal, 
the same service as everyone else. And unless we're exceptionally 
busy (during peak holiday weeks, for instance) you will be able to 
catch the flight of your choice. 
Call your travel agent or Air Canada Reservations for details. 
Available on most routes. Proper proof of age required. · 
For More 
Savings With 
Class 24 Call... 
AirBC 
Destinations 
or Air Canada 688·5515 
.JIAirBC AN AIR CANADA CONNECfOR . . : ... =· : ·: ·: =~ :: . .· :- . 
• 
• 
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Fridays. 
The Burnaby Volunteer Centre 
is looking for volunteers 
Data entry: An experienced, 
retail oriemed data emry 
volunteer Is needed at this 
referral centre. Any weekday. 
Ubrarian: Vancouver agency 
needs a volunteer librarian with 
previous experience to sort, 
reorganize, catalog and loan 
books. Flexible weekday hours . 
Playroom: Warm caring 
volunteers needed to supervise 
infants and preschoolers in 
nursery/playroom. Must be 
patient and like children. 
Tuesday 9:30am.-11 :30a.m. 
Movies: Seniors agency 
requires movie night assistams 
to help residems choose a movie 
and set up tv., v.c.r. and chairs. 
Monday or Friday 5:30p.m.-
8:00am. 
Concerts: Do you enjoy rock 
concerts? Female volunteers 
needed to provide transportation 
and acx:ofY1>any ~yslcally 
disabled adults to occasional 
concerts. 
Games: Friendly, active 
Individual required to assist staff 
with set up and irJl)lementation 
of games programs for disabled 
seniors. Sat. 10:00am.-
11:30am. 
Shopping: Do you enjoy 
shopping? Reliable volumeers 
needed to fill grocery lists for 
housebound seniors. Car not 
neccessary. TuP. or Wed. 
9:00am.-11 :OOa.m. 
OU1doors: Volumeers required 
to instruct outdoor programs on 
forest and ecology topics to 
community youth groups. 
Training provided Sun. 
1 o:aoa.m.-3:00p.m. 
Office: Reliable people with 
typing abilities and general office 
experience are needed to help 
with filing, ~one work, etc. for 
health agency. Mon. and Tue. 
More information please call the 
Burnaby Volunteer Cemre at 
294-5533 
Marcie-•• I like traffic lights ... 
but not when they are red. Let's 
run one sometime ..... Greg 
NEC Sllentwrtter 95 for sale. 
Used for about 5 months. Co~ 
with orlgninal drivers and box. 
Works great. Also, ga~ for 
IBM compatibles. Ultima 
Underwor1d, Chuck Yeager Air 
Combat, more. Reasonable 
prices. Call Philip at 325-2904 . 
I want people to remember one 
thing .... when the system drags 
you down, tear It down. -11m 
much 19fh, 1993 the Other Press , J 
Other News 
White Supremacists 
Speak at U of Toronto Class 
Opportunity to examine racism goes awry 
by Simona Chlose 
TORONTO (CUP)- White power 
group the Heritage Front is the 
University of Toronto's newest fan. 
lbat was the message on the 
group'shotlinelastweekaftera U of 
T political science professor invited 
the group's leaders to speak in his 
class last Wednesday. 
The hotline, which is currently 
before the fluinan Rights 
Commission on charges that it 
broadcasts hate propaganda against 
visibly identifiable groups, gave 
"'special thanks to the University of 
Toronto for providing an open 
marketplace of ideas." 
Last October, the Federal Court 
of Canada upheld an injunction 
banning the hotline, also based on 
charges of inciting hatred. 
Anti-racist groups are outraged 
that U of T got into the white 
supremacist group's good books by 
giving a forum to Heritage Front 
leaders Wolfgang Droege and Gary 
Shipper, as well as to a member of 
another white supremacist 
organization, The Church of the 
Creator. 
"They don't belong on a 
university campus, they belong on 
the margins of Canadian society," 
said Robert Funk, of the B'Nai Brith 
League for Human Rights. 
But for Professor JosephFletcher, 
his third-year political science class 
-where students had been studying 
politicalandracialintoleranceall year 
-was precisely the forum in which 
to examine white supremacy first-
hand. So after a majority of his 35-
oerson class voted in favour of the 
proposal, Fletcher invited the 
HeritageFronttofieldquestionsfrom 
students who he says were informed 
and critical. 
'"The class studied extensively 
from statisticalmaterialandacademic 
studies, but the students felt they 
needed to learn from the real thing 
rather than simply study from 
books," said Fletcher. 
''We brought them in to study 
racial intolerance; there were many 
critical questions and thoughtful 
probing of these people's replies." 
But by other accounts, the visit 
didn't go as Fletcher had planned. 
After a two-hour question-and-
answer period in the class- which 
was designed to prevent the group 
fromhavinganopenforum to lecture 
on their views- the group handed 
out their monthly newsletter to 
students. The materials included 
photos of David Duke and of one 
man giving a "Hell Hitler" salute. 
Scott McGroarty, the class 
representativetothePolitical Science 
Students Union, says he and his 
classnutesweren'tpreparedforwhat 
he now sees as a sicillfuny-executed 
public relations coup maneuvered 
by the Heritage Front in order to gain 
legitimacy. 
Apart from students' accounts 
of their personal knowledge of the 
group, he says no specific reading 
material on thebeliefsofthe Heritage 
Front was given to the class before 
the visit. 
''When I looked later at the 
material they (the Heritage Front) 
left, there was no relation between 
the material they gave us and the 
group'srepresentationofthemselves 
during the class," he said. 
But the faculty association, the 
chair of the political science 
department, and U of T president 
Robert Prichard are standing behind 
Fletcller's actions, saying the visit is 
within theframeworkofanacademic 
course on racial intolerance. 
''We fully support academic 
freedomanditseems the framework 
was th " said Prichard. 
McGroarty said although he 
believes infreedomofspeech-even 
for those whose views might be 
considered unpalatable - the 
Heritage Front "exploited the class, 
they exploited the opportunity, it was 
likewatchingDavid Duke campaign 
for the presidency." 
He said Front members evaded 
questions from students and 
successfully portrayed themselves as 
"friendly". 
'1 asked them, 'What is your 
affiliation with the KKK?' and 
Wolfgang Droege said he used to be 
a member but they are no longer 
affiliated with the group. They said 
the KKK was exploited by the media, 
that they're really not a violent 
organization." 
For anti-racist groups, the 
Heritage Front is anything but 
"friendly'' and if they came across that 
way, it is proof that what went on in 
the classroom did not further academic 
study. 
'They don't tell the truth about 
what they believe," said Harriet Shaw 
(a pseudonym), a member of Anti-
Racist Action,. a youth group which 
has rallied against the Heritage Front. 
Film Made to Help 
High School Students 
by Lennox White 
TORONTO (CUP) - Question 
Everythingisthetitleandmessageof 
an independent film being made to 
help high school students become 
more critical of their education. 
'1t's the imperative we want to 
get out to everybody, [that] you 
shouldn't really accept anything, 
question it first," said David 
Sutherland, the film's director and 
writer. 
Sutherland has been working 
on the project along with Jennifer 
Holness, a York University graduate. 
They hope to sell the film to boards of 
education. 
The film will focus on the 
educational process, with an 
emphasis on science. The producers 
hope the film will encourage students 
to be critical of the information they 
are presented with in their search for 
knowledge. 
"We're looking at ways to have 
students become more interested in 
school," said Holness. 
According to Sutherland, "the 
idea for the film partially came from a 
reaction to the genetic based theories 
of (Philippe) Rushton." 
Rushtonisapsychologyprofessor 
at the University of Western Ontario 
who is known for his controversial 
theory of racial hierarchy. He claims 
it' sscientificallypossibletorankcertain 
races as superior to others. 
BothSutherlandandHolnesscite 
this as an example of work that must 
be questioned 
The script is in the last stages of 
development. Principle photography 
is slated to begin in May. 
join the 
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The sooner, the better ... 
Are you planning to attend Douglas 
College in September 1993? 
Douglas College will be using a new telephone registration 
system for students enroling in the Fall semester 
(September 1993) at either the New Westminster or 
Thomas Haney Centre (Maple Ridge) campuses. 
To improve your chances of getting the courses you want, 
you must apply to the College by June 1, 1993. Please 
remember that you must include all official high school and 
post-secondary transcripts with your application. 
Incomplete applications will not be processed. 
The telephone registration period will be from July 5 to July 
23, 1993. All Douglas College students will be sent a 
detailed information package including their scheduled time 
to register. 
For more infor,ation on the new telephone 
registration system call 527-5478 or come in person to: 
• The Office of the Registrar, Douglas College, 
Room 4600, 700 Royal Avenue, New Westminster 
• The Thomas Haney Centre, 23000-116th Avenue, 
Maple Ridge 
Douglas College ... a tradition of excellence 
$-douglas college 
Schools Pulling 
Out ofCFS 
OTTAWA (CUP) - Despite 
appearances, thewithdrawaloftwo 
major universities from the 
CanadianFederationofStudentslast 
month is not heralding the demise 
of the student lobby group, says its 
chair. 
Students at both the University 
ofSaskatchewanand the University 
ofWaterloocastreferendum ballots 
in favor of pulling out of CFS in 
February. 
But Kelly Lamrock, the 
organization's national chair, said 
the referendum results do not mean 
the student lobby is losing its 
influence. 
"You have to put it in context. because membership goes in cycles," 
he said. 
The pullout could cost CFS as much as $132,CXXJ per year. The 
federation is funded through a $4levy on the tuition fees of students at 
member universities. 
Douglas College pulled out of the CFS last year, although the legality 
of the vote has been questioned by the CFS. 
Some Women Question 
Significance of Topless Acquittal 
TORONTO (CUP)- Five women,. including a University of Toronto 
staff member, were acquitted Mar. 1 on indecency charges for baring their 
breasts in public. 
Anne Hansen,. a secretary at U ofTs University College, said she is 
happy with, but not surprised by, the judge's decision. 
''We were well-represented and common sense was on our side," 
she said. 
Hansen and four other women were charged with committing an 
indecent act last summer when they bared their breasts at a rally in 
support of Gwen Jacobs. 
Jacobs, a Guelph university student. was convicted of indecency 
after she went topless on a hot day in July, 1991. 
Becki Ross, a professor at U of Ts New College, says the acquittal 
won't change women's social status. 
'1 interpret the acquittal as a symbolic victory, but in no way does 
this ruling legislate gender equality. The state has a healthy appetite for 
criminalizing women's bodies through obscenity and prostitution 
legislation,." she said. 
Foreign Students Soaked 
Because of Manitoba Budget Blitz 
WINNIPEG (CUP) - Just when Manitoba students thought things 
couldn't get any tougher- they did. 
Last week, Manitoba Education and Training Minister Rosemary 
Vodrey announced a two per cent funding cut for the province's 
universities. According to a government news release, the 1993-94 grant 
will be $204.4 million, more than $3 million less than last year. 
Vodreyalsoannouncedthatforeignstudentswouldhavetopaya75 
percent premium -about$2,CXXJ- on top of their regular tuition. Other 
students will face tuition fee increases of up to five per cent for 1993-94. 
University of Manitoba President Arnold Naimark predicted tough 
times for his school. 
"All in all, the impact on the University of Manitoba will be very 
severe/' he said at a Feb. 25 Board of Governors meeting. ''We are facing 
an extremely difficult year ahead which will impact every aspect of the 
university." 
York Raises Student Entrance 
Grade, Slashes Student Enrolment 
TORONTO (CUP)- Massive enrolment cutbacks have pushed York 
University's cut-off average to a lofty 78 per cent. 
At a presentation of the university's academic budget in February, 
Vice President Sheldon Levy said the "monster" cuts are part of a plan to 
reduce over-enrolment at York. 
In the past, York inflated its enrolment in order to receive more 
government funding but the provincial New Democrats have refused to 
cover the extra students, said Levy. As a result, York has approximately 
4,(XX) students who are not covered by provincial grants. 
There are currently 43,235 students at York, makingitCanada' s third 
largest university. The administration plans to reduce the population by 
2,800 over the next four years, Levy said. 
''Next year the applications to York look like they are going through 
theroof.Everyoneknowsweareplanningamajorreductioninenrolment," 
he said. 
OFS No More- Changes Moniker 
OTIAWA (CUP)-The Ontario FederationofStudentsisnomore. Well, 
not quite. 
OFS changed its name to the Canadian Federation of Students-
Ontario a tits general meeting held Feb. 28 to March 4 at the University of 
Guelph. 
However, the change represents more than a simple aesthetic 
makeover for the student lobby group. 
By changing its name to CFS-0, the organization has ensured its 
memberswilljoinboththeprovincialfederationanditsfederalcounterpart, 
theCanadianFederationofStudents. Previously, OFS members were not 
obliged to become CFS members. 
'This way, our lobbying efforts will be enhanced," said CFS-0 chair 
Ken Craft. 'The same message (from CFS and CFS-0) will be sent to the 
government." 
CFS-0 is composed of 30 graduate and undergraduate students' 
associations from across Ontario. CFS and CFS-0 lobby all levels of 
governmentinthenameofstudents'interests.Everyyear,membersofthe 
provincial group are sent to the CFS annual general meeting to represent 
the views of Ontario students. 
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Other Editorials & Opinions 
EDITORIAl. 
'The Federal Government's refusal to recognise the legitimate 
claims of the ten refugee clairnants (and three supporters) hunger 
striking in downtown Vancouver is indicitive of an ongoing racist 
anti-immigration htcklash in Canada. 
Law C-86, which carne into effect on January 1, 1993, has 
changed Canadian immigration policy and makes it much more 
difficult for immigrants from so-called thiid world countries to 
enter into Canada. The law gives immigration and airline officials 
thecubitrarypowertointerrogateand tumawayrefugeeclairnants 
at the border. 
There are ten Iranian refugees, including six women, on a 
hunger strike to protest federal orders to deport more than 100 
refugee claimants in Vancouver to Iran. The government has left 
someoftheserefugeeclairnantsin '1egallirnbo'' forfouryears. For 
rnanyoftheserefugeesdeportationwouldresultincertaindeathor 
imprisonment Their commitment is so strong that they would 
rather die of starvation here in Canada than die of torture and 
imprisonment in Iran Thus far,onewornanhas been taken in to the 
ha;pitalrepeatedlyforkidneyfailureandotherrespiratoryproblerns. 
Many women who have experienced persecution because of 
their opposition to sexist laws and practices in their countries of 
origin have applied for refugee status in Canada. And our 
government is currently being praised for considering legis1ation 
which would recognise the rights of these women. 
Meanwhile, the legitimate claims of literally thousands of 
refugee claimants, including the six women hunger strikers, are 
beingignored.Andourgovernmentisdoing littletocomhttsexism 
and violence against women here in Canada. What if we do begin 
accepting more women refugees? What kind of "refuge'' are we 
offering? Conditions in Canadaaren'tnecessarilybetterthan "over 
there." 
This government has used tactics, such as Law C-86 which 
preventsrefugeesfrornlearning English and forces them to remain 
on social assist:aoce for at least one year after their arrival For 
women that enter this country with children, this kind of "refuge" 
is absolutely intolerable and insensitive. 
IfLawC-86 is rot repealed it should be at least taken into great 
reconsideration because of its implications for people who are 
seeking asylum in Canada. 
TheOtherPressisDouglasCollege'sautonomousstudentnewspaper 
since1976. 
Being autonomous means neither the Douglas College Students' 
Society or the College administration can tell the Other Press what to 
print Only y~ the students, can decide what goes in the paper by 
helping out It means that if someone doesn't like us, they can't shut your 
voice down for telling the truth. 
Wereceiveourfundingfromastudentlevycollectedfrom you every 
semester at registration, and also from local and national advertising 
revenue. 
The Other Press is a member of the Canadian University Press, a 
cooperative of almost 50 student newspapers from across Canada. We 
adhere to CUP's Statment of Common Principles and Code of Ethics. 
The Other Press reserves the right not to publish anything sexist, 
racist. homophobic, or against the principles of good taste. Letters 
received by the Other Press should be a maximum of 300 words, typed. 
and contain the name, program of study, and student number Ol the 
writer(although thelattercan be withheld upon request). The Other Press 
reserves the right to edit for space constraints. And double-check your 
spelling and grammar: letters are printed uncorrected. The collective is 
the final arbiter of disputes. PHONE - 52>3542 FAX - 527-5095. 
Staff This Issue 
The H.M.S. Other Press entered the Douglas system with Captain. David 
Whale at the helm surrounded by his faithful crew of Mark Foster, Ttm 
Crumbly, Nora Gillis and Tony Sousa. Suddenly the communications 
officer Nadine Handley yelled "Its the Romulans!". The image of captain 
Angus Adair shimmered into existence, there he was surrounded by his 
dastardlycrewofOurenSmiley,ElaineLeong,andDawnAgno. "Prepare 
to suck v::aruum you puddin' heads!" they cried. Phasers started blasting 
and both ships were badly crippled. Captain Dave decided to send over 
a lan:iing party consisting of Greg Holtz(a.k.a. Beatie) Lucho van lsschot 
and Marion Drakos. A vicious battle ensued on the enemy ship. Neither 
side was gaining ground, the situation seemed hopeless. Then in the 
midst of this senseless violence the two omnipotent beings Michael 
Gaylord and Tara Meiklejohn appeared and sucked all their creative 
energy and created this radiant newspaper. 
Coordinators 
danen smlllle lldvel1lslng • bynm stedmann & tara melkleJohn arts & 
revlflw -christopher maclaren futures • greg hol1z IJTIIphlcs • no news • 
tim crumley office • nadine handley photos • angela 
chlotakos production • elaine Ieong spol'tS • no ed/to1111/S a opmiOIJ • 
marion drakos ciBsslfltK& • stephen so distribution • 
brook ohnston c:rt!Nifiw . 
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Other LeHers 
Iranians on 
Hunger Strike 
Over 100 Iranian refugee 
claimantsareindangerofdeportation 
by Canada Immigration. On 
February 24. 1993, seven of these 
people began a hunger strike in front 
ofCanadalmmigrationCentreat800 
Helmken. Since this date, they have 
been joined by3 other claimants and 
3 landed immigrants (who are 
sympathetic to their plight). Most 
the hunger strikers have been 
awaiting a resolution of their claims 
for 2-4 years. In the meantime. they 
have beenleftinlegallimbo wherein 
they have deniea work permits, 
access to English language classes, 
and day care. 
Ali Soltani. one of the hunger 
strikerswhohasbeendeniedrefugee 
status after residing in Canada for 3 
yearsam whonowfacesdeportation 
alongwithhiswifeandchild,alluded 
to this problem: '1 did eight months 
volunteer work in car-repair shop,* 
saidAli "andthenlgotapositionas 
a mecbanic; ·nowever, "munigranon 
refused to renew my work permit 
and I was told to go on social 
assistance instead Also my chlld 
was denied daycare." It is this 
frustration that has caused Ali and 
his wife, Kobra, to join the hunger 
strike. Kobra also mentioned that "I 
was told by the courts that I have 
sufficient reasons for refugee status, 
but due to the rejection of my 
husband'scasemeammychildhave 
been rejected. What will happen to 
us if we are deported?"' 
It is very unlikely that Canada 
immigration is unaware of the 
homble human rights situation in 
Iran. All condemnations made by 
the United Nation and other human 
rights organizations for mass 
executions, terror, kidnap and torture 
of Iranian citizens and even non 
Iranians' have made a huge black 
record for the Islamic regime. The 
terrorism of this government is a 
threat for freedom of thinking and 
expressionatthegloballevel. Salman 
Rushdieisacaseinpoint Inspiteof 
all the universal execration, the I 
raniangovemmentforitsoutrageous 
attitude toward the global 
community. 
Theviolationofthefundamental 
women's rights in Iran must, 
explicitly, be highlighted here. 
Among the striker are women who 
only because of their sex have been 
shamelessly tortured by the Islamic 
government Thetreatmentofwomen 
is atrocious: stoning to death, 
whipping, and forced marriage are 
common punishment for a variety 
of, so called. "crimes: suchasrefugees 
in Canada. This will show a real 
respect for women's rights. 
Zahra Zamoosh, one of the 
strikers facing deportation, and a 
single mother who escaped an 
abusive relationship with her 
husband -a high ranking position in 
Iran- is one of the hundreds of 
thousands of Iranian women who 
escaped fundamentalist Islamic law. 
"lh::ovP..._., ;nC';~nacia with my Son 
for 3 years after escaping from my 
husband. : said Zahra. "I came here 
with the expectation of gaining 
support from Canadians, but 
ironically, I have been branded a 
criminal because of my husband's 
claims to the Canadian embassy in 
Iran that I had stolen my child. The 
judge here even asked me if I had 
stolen children in the past! Because 
of my husband's influence with the 
Canadian authorities, I have been 
denied refugee status and I am being 
forced back to place where death is a 
punishment for women who leave 
their husbands." Whileonthehunger 
st:rike.Zahrahassufferedfromkidney 
problems am has been taken to the 
hospital four times. Her light has 
gained her support of several 
women's groups indudingtheNAC 
of the Status of Women (National 
Action Committee). 
Deporting the Iranians will put 
their lives in great danger and 
ridicules Canadian respect for human 
rights. Canada will be responsible 
for any outcome (imprisonment, 
torture, execution) of the possible 
deportation. Mahdy Sirdehai 
Persian New 
Year Festival 
Dear Other Press, 
I would like to inform you that 
the Persian new year Naw Ruz is 
arriving. This occasion is being 
celebrated on the 20th ofMat:eh 1993 
on the first day of spring. This is one 
of the oldest celebrations in the 
Persian culture. With this note I have 
enclosed some information on how 
this festive season is celebrated. I 
hope that on this occasion you will 
take a moment of your time to wish 
the Persian community a " Happy 
Naw Ruz" since you have been kind 
enough to wish other communities 
on their seasons of festivity. 
I would like to thank you for 
your time am efforts. 
Yours Sincerely, 
Reza Mehrabi 
TheN~ Veal's Celebration 
by Rem Melrrllhi 
The Iranian New Year ( Naw 
Ruz) is always on the first day of 
spring, March 20th or 21st, and 
corresponds with the rebirth of 
nature. This year it is on the 20th of 
March 1993. Although the poet 
Firdusi tells in theShahnameh( Book 
of Kings) of the legendary King 
Jamsid and the first Naw Ruz 
celebrat:ion. it goes backatleastthree 
thousand years. 
Naw Ruz ceremonies 
symbolically represent the two 
concepts of death and rebirth; good 
andevil Tothisday,beginningafew 
weeks before the new year, Iranians 
thoroughly clean and decorate their 
homes. This is called Khana-Takani 
or house shaking. They make new 
cloths, bake pastries am germinate 
seeds as signs of renewal 
The special ceremonial cloth( 
Sofren Halt Sinn) is set up in each 
household. Some people dress up 
using make up and bright clothes 
and appear on the street with 
tambourines, singing and dancing, 
hnnginggnnil rhPPr;~nil ;~nnnnnring 
the coming of the new year. On the 
March 19, 1993 
eve of the last Wednesday of the 
year(Shab-EChaharSanbehSourey), 
bonfiresareheldinpublicplacesand 
people leap over the flames shouting, 
"Give me your beautiful red colour 
and fire, and light we hope to see 
through this unluckynighttheend of 
the year. A special ayeel, the ayeel-e 
mosheqi goshah or unraveller of 
difficulties, is made from the hearts 
of seven fruits and nuts: pistachio, 
walnut, hazelnut, pumpkinseed, 
peach, arising and fig. 
A special cover is spread out in 
every household and on it is placed 
seven symbols beginning with the 
letter "S" in the Persian language. 
Subreh- sprouts or lentils 
Samanou- a kind of pudding 
made with wheat or lentils 
Sib-apples 
Sombol- hyacinth 
Senyed- fruit of the yuyobe, a 
type of olive 
Seer- garlic 
Somagh- sumac 
These represent the seven good 
angels, heralds of life, rebirth health, 
happiness, joy and beauty. Seven has 
"been a sacred number in Persia since 
ancient times. 
Also placed on the table are a 
copyoftheKoran,avolumeofpoems 
of Hafez, some coins, a bitter orange 
floating ina bowl of water, a bowl of 
painted eggs, a bowl of milk, goldfish 
ina bowlofwater,aflaskofrosewater, 
anincensebumeramsevenbranches 
from gnarled trees( olive and 
pomegranate). Two candlabra 
holding the same number of candles 
as there are children in the family are 
placedoneithersideofamirror. This 
ornamentation remains for the 
thirteen day festive season. 
The last night of the year the 
lights are left burning so that the 
spirits of the ancestors, who visit on 
this night, see the respect offered to 
them as well as the prosperity and 
happinessoftheiroffspring.Inretum. 
it is believed that they will give their 
blessings for the coming year, to the 
household. 
In the past, on Naw Ruz itself, 
people would rise very early and 
make their way to sources of water 
for purifying rites. Now we simply 
take a bath am put on new clothes. 
On the eve of Naw Ruz, family 
and friends sit around the "sofineh" 
awaiting the transition of the new 
year(Tahvil). After that, the oldest 
person begins presenting the well 
wishing by standing up and giving 
everyone a sweet, pastry, some gold 
coins and lots of hugs. Calmness, 
happiness, sweetness and perfumed 
scents are important on this day of 
rebirth as the mood of the Naw Ruz 
day is said to continue throughout 
the year. 
OnthethirteenthdayoftheNaw 
Ruz, called Sizdeh-Bedar, whole 
families leave their homes carrying 
trays of sprouted seeds to form a 
procession to a picnic ina cool grassy 
place. Far from home they throw 
sprouts into the water, completing 
the process of the end of the year and 
the begging of another. 
A traditional Naw Ruz dinner 
mnmin~ fi~h and herbed rirP.. ThP.SP. 
are believed to bring good luck. 
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Other Editorials & Opinions 
Is Social Consciousness Becoming Social Unconsciousness? 
It's The Trendoids Vs. The Poor In The West End SPARE 
by lllark s. Foster 
There's a frightening campaign 
afoot in Vancouver's West End. It's 
called Chtmge For The Better and it's 
war being waged by those who have 
against those who have not 
Change For The Better is 
sponsored by B.C. Liquor Stores, the 
Downtown Parking Commission, 
Intrepid Security and the Robson Sl 
Business Association. 1bere can be 
no doubt that .these organizations, 
especially the last on the list, are the 
''haves" of the West End. They have 
banded together to take on 
Vancouver's destitute, the 
panhand]ers.-the city's ''have nots."' 
The Change For The Better 
warriorsarearmed withcostly,fancy 
eye-catching pamphlets and shiny 
new Plexiglas collection boxes. You 
can spot the flawless, stylish new 
receptacles beside cash registers in 
many trendy RobsonSlshopsandat 
the any liquor store in the area. The 
Change For The Better movement is 
armed to its teeth when compared to 
its foes-Vancouver's beggars. 
Confronlalion? 
Those against whom the 
prejudicialcampaignisbeingwaged 
are usually armed with only a plea 
for help .. .and occasionally a hat, a 
cup or a bedrolL 
Change For The Better has the full 
support of the Vancouver Police, 
despite there being no laws against 
passive panhandling in the city. 
Aggressive panhandling is 
another story.1be police can file any 
of a wide assortment of charges 
against an aggressive panhandler. 
Imagine the extreme advantage held 
byanannoyedandruthlessmerchant 
if a conflictwitha panhandler should 
arise. Whoisapoliceconstablemore 
prone to believe,. theownerofa trendy 
boutique or the driver of an 
overflowingshoppingcart?Because 
"citizens .. without money, fixed 
addresses and steady lifestyles often 
cannot meet the standards set for 
beinggrantedbail,.sentenceisusually 
imposed before guilt or innocence is 
even determined 
Think of the disadvantages 
faced by a common beggar being 
tried in a court of law in which the 
accusersareaffluentpeopleannoyed 
by the mendicant's very presence in 
"their" area! Without funding for 
good legal defense, or a personal 
reputation equal to the accuser's, a 
tatterdemalion in the prisoner' sdock 
hasn't much hope for a fair 
proceeding. Trial by one's peers is 
almost certainly out of the question 
in such a case. 
Checkouttheillustrationsfrom 
the pamphlet. Lookatthe silhouettes 
representing the Robson Sl couple 
andtheStreetperson.Neatandclean 
versus disheveled and ruffled? 
Change For The Better's 
pamphlet was assembled by true 
public relations (propaganda) 
experts. ''So the next time you're 
confronted by a panhandler ... " 
Confronted. You aren't asked for 
spare change. according to Change 
For The Better, you face a 
confrontation! 
Dear reader, while you might 
notwanttobelievethatsomepeople 
are so terribly annoyed simply by 
thesightandpresenceofothers who 
they don't consider their equals, 
please pick up a pamphlet and read 
the fine print. Four of the five 
organizations Change For The Better 
claims to assist are located a long 
way from the West End. Alexander 
St., Main Sl, East Hastings and East 
CordovaStreets .. .allDowntownEast 
Side locations, Vancouver's slums. 
Change For The Better seems to be 
collecting money intended for use to 
keep the poor out of the West End. It 
seems to say we'll help you, but stay 
offofourrurf.Justreadthepamphlet, 
'1t's a step in the right direction for 
everyone." Sounds like Change For 
The Better is saying, if you can't afford 
Robson Sl, stay away, stay east of 
Granville Sl! 
The pamphlet says, "unfl1 now 
there has been no easy reply," 
speakingofhowthosewhoareasked 
to give might have addressed those 
who ask for spare change. Granted, 
once in a very great while a simple 
"no" from the askee may have 
spawnedanastyreply ... butthesimple 
"no" has worked numerous times 
each day for literally thousands of 
people, 011 both sides of what we now 
know is a confrrmtation. 
Thepamphletalsoseemstoimply 
that poor folks aren't responsible 
enoughtotakecareofthemselves ... or 
are not trustworthy enough. 
Vancouver's unforrunates need help 
handling life's basic functions. As long 
as all the street people spend their 
days shufflin~ from one free meal to 
another,eastoJGranvilleSt.,theChange 
For The Better campaign seems to be 
telling us that everything will be just 
fine and everyone will be happy. 
Who, with the exceptions of the 
utterly naive and the hopelessly self-
centered will believe such drivel?! 
A QUARTER 
FORA CUP 
OF COFFEE? 
Change for the Better 
lets your spare change 
help street people 
in need by supporting 
the agencies that give 
them food and shelter. 
If you have a quarter 
or two to spare, please 
be kind. 
Unfortunatelyreaders,ChtmgeForThe · .. .... ·. · · · · 
Better has found strong support. The pamphlet: Change for whose better? 
Perhapsthepamphlet'screatorshave possibilityintoday'srougheconomic genetically deficient aid just plain 
succeeded in pulling the wool over times.Socialconsciousnesscaneasily srupid?Andperhapswe'llgiveBrian 
the eyes of the residents of an entire becomesocialunconsciousness .. .look Mulroneyyetanothershotatrunning 
sectionofVancouver? Perhaps Change at Germany in the 1930' sorthe United our socially conscious country? 
For The Better offers what sound like States in the 1980's. Please don't believe it's really a 
reasonable excuses for the masses to Maybe street people are change for the better, dear readers. 
be just plain ~r~ n~ a farfetched 
St. Patrick: Saviour or Subjugator? 
Irish oppression nothing to celebrate 
by Angus Adair wereknowntoanotherCelticpeople, ~imifiie-!~tw~On;d st. Patrick's Day Irish people Ill! the world embrace their the Welsh, as Naddred or AdderS. In 
all threemajorCelticnations(Ireland, re5111ltclfro.-ocilirrlztn:eO!!tt! as their saviors. 
March 17th is Sl Patrick's Day. 
In the Gaelic tongueitis known as La 
FeileP~draic.Sl Patrickisconsidered 
to be the patron saint of Ireland and 
much legend surrounds him. 1be 
truth is far less glamourous than the 
legend. 
While little is known about Sl 
Patrickithas been established that he 
didexislHewasorphanedasaresult 
of fierce English oppression. He was 
then turned over to an orphanage 
and raised by Catholic monks. 
Eventually P~draic would become a 
monk himself. Once proselytized he 
was sent back to Ireland to replace a 
missionary who had been slain by 
the native Celts, who were fiercely 
resisting England's attempt to 
conquer and colonize them. P~draic 
was Irish and therefore expendable. 
P~draiciscelebratedfordriving 
the snakes out of Ireland.Public 
perception has credited this deed as 
being responsible for attaining 
sainthood. The truth is Ireland had 
rv snake problem. In fact, Druids 
Scotland and Wales ) prehistoric 
beads of blue and green glass, 
sometimes carved withaspecialinlay 
wereknownassnakestonesaDruids 
Glass. Also, in the Cauldron Rites of 
the Celtic people adders were used, 
in particular, a special secretion they 
produredduringtherirual~•wn~~~q~~n 
anguinum. The snake was 
the native faith. Whether he 
drove the snakes out 
irrelevant. The messaj~e 
P~draic became St. 
destroyingthenative spirjhJIJlitJWnC 
replacing it with Ca1tho.IJ:ijiD;l. 
P~draic did not If 
He was sent to \.Unlfut::q J 
partly succeeded ....... ~~lUIIIoioiiJI• 
is unlike any 
Catholicism in the 
a peculiar hybrid of the 
that has never left that 
and the religon forced 
people by one of their own. 
Irish saint is St. Brigid, who is 
more revered than the Virgin 
in parts of Ireland to this day. st-'.f.lii4Dolold'Cluu 
ce~~te they will drink 
and feed the 
drunken Irish. 
New York they 
by not 
their 
with 
are 
ones who 
:ltll!wil:han unbreakablespiritto 
saor Eire and who struggle valiantly 
forselfdetermination. Theyarethose 
who are proud to be Irish 365 days a 
year. They are those who strive to 
retain the ways of the Old Ones and 
who keep the art and music of a 
magical place and people alive. They 
arethosewhodiein theEnglishgaols 
withoutcrimeortrial. They are those 
who refuse to be broken despite 
sufferingraperoutinely from gaolers 
who call it strip searching. They are 
the nameless dead of the artificial 
Famine imposed by Britain. They are 
thestarvingwhoworethegreenstain 
ofeatinggrassand thistles to survive. 
They are in Hell's Kitchen,. Boston, 
Vanm•uvtE!l" and they are all around 
They are unseen,. mostly, but 
are saints. They have suffered 
than Job and yettheystillsmile, 
wink and tell you in seriousness, 
"tiocfaioh ar la , - our day will come. 
When that day comes, and it will, it 
will be a day of liberation, not 
oppression. That day is coming and 
it won't beSt Patrick's Day. No, that 
day will belongtotheirishandall the 
nameless saints who have sacrificed 
and endured so much for it. 
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Denis Leyne stepped off a 
plane in New York City on 
Nov.11, 1992andintothehands 
of the FBI. But Leyne' s story 
does not begin on the date of 
his arrest, ilbegins three years 
earlier. 
Itwasthen,inJanuary1990, 
in West Palm Beach, Florida 
that four Irish North American 
activists were arrested in an 
FBI sting operation. The men, 
who have become known as 
the Florida Four, were charged 
with attempting to procure 
munitions,specificallyastinger 
missile,fortheProvisionallrish 
Republican Army. Two of the 
four have since been aquitted 
and two have been convicted. 
Leyne helped to lead a 
public outcry against what 
many Irish nationalists 
perceived to be the wrongful 
arrest of the Rorida Four and 
thus became a thorn in the side 
of the FBI. Many Irish North 
Americans who, like Leyne, 
suuoort Ireland's strueele for 
independence are troubled by 
what appears to be the 
increasing systematic 
persecutionoflrishnationalists 
living in the US and Canada. 
The case of the Rorida Four 
ishauntinglyremlniscentofthe 
cases of the Birmingham Six and 
the Guilford Four, where, in the 
early1970s, British government 
authorities used the courts as a 
political weapon in their 
continuing war against the 
system was exposed. The 
British courts lost a lot of 
credibility and found it 
increasingly difficult to abuse 
their power. Subsequently, 
British authorities looked 
overseas to enlist the support 
of the FBI in winning back the 
ground theyhadlost,according 
to the Canadian-based Irish 
Information Services. 
Irish American 
communities have long 
provided critical support for 
thenumerouslrishNationalist 
organizationsoperntingwithin 
Ireland. Thus a strike at the 
Irish American community 
would undermine Irish 
resistance. Also, the erosion of 
civilliberities combined with 
elastic conspiracy laws in the 
US would make it possible for 
the FBI, acting with British 
guidance, to entrap ami 
incarcerate Irish Nationalists 
with little or no evidence. 
It has thus~ sueeested 
that the FBI was recruited by 
British authorities to carry out 
thestingofthemen who would 
become known as the Rorida 
Four. 
Two of the four men were 
eventually aquitted after the 
FBI released tapes that showed 
they had made false allegations 
and had lied. As Leyne 
Six Counties of Northeast 
Ireland. In those cases, ten 
Irish Catholics were .lllliiJIIIIII.iillllllllli n-=~IS LEVNE 
incarcerated for more than .... 
15 years each for crimes 
which theydidnotcommit 
Thanks to Amnesty 
International and other 
civllrightsadvocates,itwas 
revealed that no evidence 
had ever existed to hold 111..-l*iilllflllla.lll 
RCMP, began to monitor his 
activities. 
RETRIBUTION 
WAS INEVITABLE 
In 1991 Leyne came into 
contact with a group of 
individuals who had formed a 
board to produce a film on the 
Irish hunger strikers of Long 
Kesh Prison of the 1980s. The 
intent of the film was to honor 
the memory and tell the story 
of Bobby Sands, Francis 
Hughes, Ray McCreesh, Patsy 
O'R:ua,JoeMcDonnell,Martin 
Hurson, Kevin Lynch, Kieran 
Doherty, Tom McElwee and 
Mickey Devine--Irish 
Nationalists who gave their 
lives hunger-striking to be 
recognized as political 
prisoners. 
Mickey Rourke was a 
potential candidate for a key 
role. 
Leyne, a bank manager, 
offered his managerial skills to 
assist in the production of the 
film. Such films are blatantly 
illegal underBritishcensorship 
laws but are perfectly legal in 
NorthAmerica. Oneoftheonly 
ways to stop the production of 
such a film in North America 
wouldbetostrikeatit' sfinances. 
Incarcerating the production 
board's financial manager-
Leyne in this case-might also 
prove effective. British 
opposition tothemakingofthe 
film may have added pressure 
to the FBI to do something 
about Leyne's activities. 
Up until the later stages of 
1991 and the fust half of 
1992 there was little reason 
to suspect that the RCMP 
didanythingmorethanaid 
the FBI in the surveillance 
ofLeyne. 
Thenthingschangedonthe 
Canada's political 
groupcalledActionGrosselle. hearings in Vancouver at the 
ThemembersofActionGrosse Westin Bayshore Hotel on 
lleworkedtostoptheCanadian March 22 and 23.) Although 
government's plan to build the Canadian government 
such a park over the mass appears to be making 
graves and to prevent it's concessions, one look at the 
rewritingofthehorrifichistory bottom of the latest brief from 
of the island Action Grosse lle ActionGrosselletellsadifferent 
united Irish Catholics and story. The brief is signed by 
Protestants inside and outside Gretta Dillon, the secretary of 
of Canada and forced the issue Action Grosse lle, because its 
intothepubliceye.Manymedia leader,DenisLeyne,isinprison. 
forums,includingtheCBCand 
the ten prisoners, that 
confessions had been 
obtained by torture and 
forensicevidencefaked.As 
it turned out, their only 
crime was being Irish and 
being within grasp of a 
justice sytem desperate to 
ED LEAD THE 
PUB IC OUTCRY 
WHICH LEDTO 
THE FBI 
RELEASING TAPES 
THEY HAD 
RECORDED 
WHICH PROVED 
THEY LIED 
landscape. 
TheCanadiangovemment 
proposed a theme park 
called Canada: Land of L--------~~~--==~~--------~====~=-==~ 
HOW THE 
scapegoat any Irish 
inJividuals for a rash of 
pub bombings that had rocked 
the areas of Birmingham and 
Guilford. 
The Birmingham Six and the 
Guilford Four were not only 
released, but the corruption 
within the British judicial 
participated in the public 
outcry which led to the 
aquittals, the FBI suddenly 
became interested in this man 
from Etobicoke, Ontario. They 
opened a file on Leyne and, 
with the cooperation of the 
Welcome and Hope on the 
site of the mass graves of as 
many as 200,000 Irish 
immigrant detainees who 
died of cholera and other 
diseases on Grosse lle, a 
small island in the St. 
Lawrence river. The Grosse 
lle tragedy has been described 
by PatO'SheaoftheSt.Patrick's 
Society of Montreal as a 
''holocaust'' andhas been called 
the "most significant [Irish 
Potato] famine site on earth 
outside of Ireland." 
Leyne spearheaded a 
Canadian University Press, ran 
stories on the concerns of Irish 
peopleinCanada who opposed 
the theme park. 
The man responsible for 
orchestrating the theme park 
plan was thefederalministerin 
charge of Parks Canada, Jean 
Charest, a current contender 
for the leadership of the Tory 
party. 
In the summer of 1992 the 
Grossellecontroversyreached 
its apex and the government 
conceded to extensive public 
hearings. (There will be public 
BUST WENT DOWN 
On Aug 26, 1992 Denis 
Leyne and three others were 
quietly indicted in Tucson, 
Arizona, for conspiracy, 
possesion of2900detonatorsin 
violation of the laws of the 
United States, illegally 
transporting the detonators 
with the knowledge and intent 
that they would be used to kill, 
and willfully placing the 
detonators on a vehicle 
employed in interstate 
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ACCORDING TO THE FBI ANDTHE RCMP, DENISJ. LEYNE~AS6-YEAROLD 
IRISH CANADIAN, IS INVOLVED IN A TERRORIST CONSPIRACY. . 
ACCORDING TO LEYNE, HE IS INNOCENT, AND LEYNE'S SUPPORTERS 
CONTENDTHATTHE REAL TERRORISTCO.NSPIRACY HAS BEEN 
COMMilTED BYTHE RCMP, THE FBI AND BRITISH AUTHORITIES, 
AGAINST IRISH NORTH AMERICANS. 
But Leyne wasn't present 
his indictment hearing in 
He wasn't even in the 
Prior to his arrest on 
ovember 11,..-Leyne was 
"'u'"'"0 that the FBI, the 
•ureauotAlcohoL Tobaa:oand 
~ ................... and the RCMP were 
oa:ur. 
Leyne would disembark 
plane in New York Oty on 
ovember 11 on his way to a 
at\4:?eti.llg of the film board he 
year. Leyne, 56, who has a nice 
home in the suburb of 
Etobicoke, Ontario and is 
happily married, also had 
personal business to attend to 
in New York He would never 
get to attend to that business. 
He was arrested as he 
disembarked. Arrested on US 
soil, no extradition was 
required. Leyne' s bail was set 
at $12 million. 
The FBI could have asked 
for fair and public extrndition 
hearings in Leyne' s case. They 
did not. The FBI knew that an 
extradition hearing would be 
an inconvenience which they 
could avoid. This is not the first 
time extradition proceedings 
between Canada and the US 
have been bent by the FBl In 
· the early 1970s the FBI lied to 
theAttorneyGeneralofCanada 
to extrndite Native leader and 
activist, Leonard Pelletier. 
The FBI and the RCMP let 
a man indicted of terrorist 
activity walk about free and 
board a plane because it was 
more convenient to arrest him 
on US soil. The FBI considered 
society to be safe while they 
waitedalmostamonthtoarrest 
Leyne after he was indicted, as 
well as feeling there was no 
dangertothepassengersflying 
with Leyne when he boarded 
his flight fo New York. In light 
of this, Leyne' s supporters feel 
that $12 million is not only 
excessive and unreasonable 
bail, but contravenes the 
American Constitution's 
Eighth Amendment which 
states,amongotherthings,that 
courtscannotimpciseexcessive 
bail,finesorcruelandinhuman 
punishment 
DEATH BY 
INCARCERATION 
If convicted, Leyne may 
face 55 years in prison and, at 
56 years of age, his chances of 
being alive by the time such a 
sentence is finally served are 
obviously remote. In addition, 
fines which may be assesed to 
Leynewhichtotal$1.25million. 
Leynecan'tevenafford to make 
thebailof$1.2million.Ifunable 
to pay such a large fine in his 
lifetime, any· renPining debt 
may beassesed to his estate. In 
such an event, his wife could 
be buried under a mountain of 
debt. If one views the baiL 
potential fines and eventual 
death by incarceration as 
excessive and cruel and 
inhum~n, then the Eight 
Amendment may be violated 
Leyne' s wife spoke to the 
Other Press and said she is 
terrified. She is afraid to talk to 
the media for fear that her 
husband will be tried in the 
media. She fears that nothing 
she says will be viewed or 
reported in a fair context. 
However, Leyne's right to 
a fair trial may already have 
been compromised in the 
statements to the media. 
When further pressed for 
informationaboutLeyne'scase 
Calahan stated that he could 
not reveal specific information 
to support the FBI's claim that 
they had "without a doubt'' 
incarcerated the right men. ''If 
I were to do that I would be 
arrested;' he said. 
Leyne' s accusers continue 
attempting to raise public 
support for Leyne' sreleaseand 
exoneration. 
LEVNEISNOT 
THE ONLY ONE 
There are three other 
men incarcerated with Leyne: 
Thomas Maguire, Gerry 
Brannigan and Patrick Moley. 
All were indicted in Tucson 
FBI OFFICIALS CLAIM THAT 
REFRAINING FROM ARRESTING 
and arrested in New York 
Oty. In addition, the two 
men who were convicted 
in the Rorida Four case 
have had additional 
charges laid against them 
in conjunction with 
Leyne' s case. Kevin 
Joseph McKinley and 
SeamusMoleyarethetwo 
members of the Florida 
Four to be convicted. Each 
may face 60 years 
imprisonment in the 
event of another 
conviction.McKinleymay 
A N INDICTED OF ARMS 
SMUGGLING TO THE IRA WAS 
.. BUREAU POLICY ... 
IT WAS MORE CONVENIENTTO 
ARREST HIM ON AMERICAN 
SOIL 
media. On November 11, FBI 
director William Sessions 
appearedonnationaltelevision 
and issued a press release to 
the national printmediastating 
that "without a doubt'' they 
had the right men and had 
"saved lives on the other side 
of the Atlantic." The key phrase 
is "withoutadoubt'' for,asthe 
US attorney for the District of 
Arizona, Linda Akers said, "an 
indictment infers no guilt and a 
person is presumed innocent 
until competent evidence is 
presented to a jury which 
establishes guilt beyond 
a reasonable doubt." 
Akers and Sessions' 
commentsareindirect 
contradiction to each 
other-but while 
Akers' comment is an 
accurate statement 
about the letter of the 
law, Sessions' 
comments more 
accurately reflect the 
fact that Leyne may 
already be presumed 
guilty. 
When other FBI 
officials were pressed 
for comment they 
backed Sessions 
unequivocally. In a 
telephone interview 
with the Other Press 
FBI official Nestor 
Michnyak said, 'We 
havenodoubtVfehave 
the right man." He 
to obfuscate about evidence to 
support their claims. In a 
conversation with Healy, the 
Other Press 1 earned 
Leyne's court date may be 
stalled until late fall by the FBI, 
whohaveyettofullyreleaseall 
of the evidence they have 
collected. In particular, Healy 
said he has yet to receive or 
viewallofthesurveillancetapes 
taken of Leyne by the FBI and 
RCMP during the past three 
years. 
Amnesty International was 
notified of Leyne' s situation 
AN FBI 
OFFICIAL 
DECLINED 
CO ENT, 
SAVING 11 IF I 
WERE TO DO 
THAT, I'D BE 
ARRESTED .. 
added that, "It is simply now 
up to the prosecutor's 
department to do their job." 
Callahan was unwilling to 
comment on Sessions' 
earlier this year and will be 
investigating his case further. 
Members of the Irish Solidarity 
CommitteeofVancouver have 
also become involved in 
face $1 million in fines and 
Seamus Moley may face $125 
million in fines. 
All three men arrested 
inNewYorkOtyonNovember 
11 were politically active Irish 
North Americans. Tommy 
Maguire, for instance, runs a 
pub which caters to Irish 
Nationalists in New YorkOty. 
Maguire's pub provides many 
members of New York's Irish 
community with a place of 
solidarity. He was arrested in 
front of his patrons by SWAT 
Teams, the Bureau of AlcohoL 
Tobacco and Firearms, 
and the FBI-backed up 
by local police who had 
sealed the area off for 
several blocks. 
Patrick Moley 
is a direct relative of 
Seamus Moley of the 
Florida Four. Patrick, who 
campaignedfortherelease 
of Seamus for several 
years,mayface55yearsin 
prison and $125 million 
in fines 
Brannigan, 
whose political opinions 
and personal affiliations 
link him to Leyne and the 
others, may also face 55 
years in prison and $1.25 
million in fines if 
convicted. 
Denis J. Leyne, 
Tommy Maguire, Patrick 
andSeamusMoley,Gerry 
Brannigan and Kevin J. 
McKinley have joined the ranks 
of the Guilford Four, The 
Birmingham Six and the 
Florida Four. These men are 
the 
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Other Sports 
DC Spikers Win Silver Medal Honours 
Tough Loss To take for the Douglas Royals in BCCAA Provincial Finals at Trinity Westem! 
by Elaine Leong 
Dig,gnmt, sd,grwnt, grunt, spike: 
whistle side-out! 
lhesearethesoundsandgrunts 
of four teamsofwell-oiled machines 
playing on the courts of Trinity 
Western University. 
OnMarch5 &6,fourteams took 
on two highly competitive matches 
in hopes to win the Gold Medal 
Honours in the BCCAA League. 
After recently defeating the 
OkanaganLakersinleague-play, the 
Douglas'Royals were set up against 
them again as the Lakers had earned 
2nd place in the league and Douglas, 
3rd. It was a tough match for the 
Royals as it seemed that neither team 
were up to playing play-off level on 
the defense. 
The first line-ups for the Royals 
consisted of Paul Cltu (S),RobGowe 
(p), Jeff Foo (M), Jason Baxter (P), 
Fred Foo (p) and Adam Faris (M), 
meanwhiletheLakerlineupincluded 
MikeJohnston(S), JeremyWestering 
(M), Trevor Nicolas (P), Scott 
Margerison (P), Mike Sodero (M), 
Daryl Margerison (P). 
Game 1 saw the Royals taking a 
lead of 6-2 at the en::l of the first 
serviceround.lhegamebrokeoutto 
a tough pace for the Royals as 
Okanagan took the lead 10-9 at the 
end of the third service round. 
Douglas College's mistakes allowed 
for the Lakers to sail to a win of15-12 
Game 2 , the Royals were 
determined to get sideout from the 
Lakers. At the end of the first service 
rounci, the score stayed at 5-1 in the 
Lakers' favour. 
ltwasatthis timethattheRoyals 
coach Brian Newman called for a 
time-out. The request was denied by 
the second referee as the first referee 
hadalreadyblownthewhistleforthe 
Lakers to serve. 1be confusion in the 
gym between Newman and the 
official caused Sodero to hesitate in 
serving, wondering whether the 
time-out wound be called or not. 
Newman and assistant coach Blake 
Bevan started screamingfortheFive-
second call for the delay in service 
butthefirstrefereehadalreadyblown 
the whistle for service a second time 
clearly indicating to the gym that a 
time-out wound not be called. Cltu 
of the Royals had approached the 
first referee. Newman and Bevan 
continued the call and 
received a red card which gave the 
side-out to the opposition. 
Fromhereonin.Douglasserved 
tough short serves whichwereaimed 
to hit before the Lakers' attack line. 
The Lakers had no problem keeping 
the ball up in the air but that was all 
they could do as the passes from the 
receiver flew wild, forcing setter 
Johnston to give a performance of 
poor ball-handling. 
Several points were racked up 
quickly for the Royals. By the end of 
second service ro~ the Royals 
made an amazing comeback closing 
the 1-5 margin to a 8-8 tie with the 
Lakers. 
Asanotberserviceround turned 
about, the Royals took another 7 
points to win the game 15-10. 
Game 3 took more than 30 
minutes to play, as it went around 
four and a half service rounds. This 
was enough time to reveal the 
strengths and weaknesses of both 
teams. 
The Lakers took a lead of 5-1 again. 
Every point that was scored by 
both teams was well-earned as the 
attacks were smashed down deep in 
the opposition's court 
It almost seemed that the 
momentumfortheRoyalshadshifted 
to the Lakersas the margin grew to a 
12-2 in favour of the Lakers. 
ThenJasonBaxtercameontothe 
court and displayed the power of his 
attacks. Cltu also at the time began 
varyingtheRoyalsoffensebytipping 
the ball over on the second hit. 
The Royals were so determined 
tocomebacktbattheyheld the Laker 
score at 13 for almost two service 
rounds. 
Fmally, the margin was clc.sed 
down to 16-15forthel..akers. What a 
comeback! 
An error in the last split second 
call "'out-of bounds• by the Royals, 
con:emingtheLakerattack,brought 
the score to 17-15 for the Lakers. 
It was a difficult loss for the 
Royals butitprowd that they would 
not give up! 
Game 4 saw another struggle 
for the Royals. The whistles stopped 
the flow of the game as towels were 
constantly needed to wipe up the 
slug trails of the players. It was a 
break in the game. This gave the 
f!~timetopsychthemselvesup 
Braden Gabert (left) and Jeff Foo (middle) are successful In block the baD 
after an attack by Laker's Trevor Nicholls (right 
Okanagan's communication 
dieddownamongtheplayers which 
allowedtheRoyalstoaim their attacks 
with extra confidence. 
It was also in this game that 
Douglas was finally able to adapt to 
the speed and power <:A the attacks. 
Douglas regained confidence in 
themselvesafterafewawesomekills, 
the team upped the score from a 8-8 
tie to a 11-9lead and finally a 15-10 
win. 
This was the deciding game for 
the match. Douglas came out even 
stronger than ever before and 
prepared themselves for their own 
first five game match <:A the entire 
season. 
Things started badly for the 
Lakers as they delayed the game by 
three minutes. Laker coach Paul 
Thiessen had taken his team away to 
the "Coaches Room" during the 2 
minutebreak.lhebendtwasassessed 
with a yellowcardfortimeviolation. 
Coach Newman was pleased 
withtheperformanceand the match! 
Gowe and Baxter of the Royals were 
thekeystothewinasafustthelakers,~ 
alo with rookie Peter Konopacki 8 ng ~ 
who played with tremendous effurt. 
and "'inspirational'" plays. 3 
"''t was good, .. Newman~ 
commented. "We stuck with oure 
gameplananditwodced..lnthetbird ~ 
game where there was a margin of., 
12-0 or 12-2 [for the Lakers] or fNd Foo (left) : 000000001 A mlssllellt'a IIINE, Jeff! (Jeff Foo- rtght) 
something like that and almost Now, it can't be said for sure Thelosswasduetopoorpassing 
winning it, I mean we lost 15-17, but wbetber the informal warm-up and ard too many missed serves. Those 
it was a big turning point . And switcbed rourts worked or not,. for kinds of little mistakes showed the 
Olcanasmjustlostit!"' theRoyals,unlesstheotherteamwas Royalswerenotplaying"'provincial 
1be Royals handled the last also alrected. lhey were, according playoffs skill level". 
game quite wea proving that they to Spartan coach Ron Pike, but they Both Newman and Pike were 
were worthy enough for the second quiddy recovered and focused on smprisedattheRoyals' performance. 
consecufule year to compete in the the same. "'I was surprised!" Pike 
gold medal match. Douglas won 15- -J was smprised by the warm- exclaimed. "''hadanticipatedaharder 
10towinthe5thgametowintheover up, I mean it was interesting, but it's game!WethoughtDouglaswould've 
all match. not the traditional warm-up," Pike come out stronger. I mean, Douglas 
Thefollowingmatchplaced4th commented."' And also taking our College has a tradition of being a 
ranked Columbia Bible College sideoftheoourt kinda threw us off. strong, team. They're very talented. 
Concords against top ranked 1WU But, my guys are fairly focused." But, we were fired up and they 
Spartans. 11tough the match was Wrthtbat,.thematchstartedand weren't! 
played in TWU turf where lWUtoolcastrongearlyleadasthey "''twasdisappointingtolosethe 
approximately100lfanscheeredon fla~ IDugh. It was difficult for way we did.'' Newman stated. 
theirhome-fmm.itwasstillextremely UJuglas as several net calls were Cltu made some good plays, 
high competition. The Concords madebythesecondrefereeinfavour again varying the Royals' attack but 
missed a lew aucial points in the oflWU. it seemed that they needed much 
first game which the Sparlans took The Royals gave the Spartans more. Rookie Peter Konopacki 
quickadvantageof. tougher competition as each enjoyedacompetitivegame.Healso 
The Spartans had taken. a lot out following game progressed. helped in covering the floor against 
oftheConcordsinthefirstgameand Howewl' as the Spartans won the the opposition. Gowe, J.FOO, Faris 
therawenergyofthefirstgamenever first game 15-8, the momentum had and Baxter all put up their efforts in 
came back for the rest of the match. already shifted to the 1WU team. defense as did Gabert, F.Foo, ard 
1be Spartans won the match Sewral technical mistakes on the William Maclean. 
easilythoughastheywereeggedon Royals' part worked against FortheSpartans,All-Canadians 
by their fans and focused on their tbemsflwsinthematch.lheintensity Darryn Wiersma and Trm Demant 
goal to play off against Douglas in that was needed for the Royals to contributed several kills to the 1WU 
the Gold Medal match. make a comeback was lacking record. Chris Engbers and Russ 
severely. Schofield also were outstaroing for 
The following day, seeing that 
Columbia Bible College Conoords 
werecompetinginthe BronzeMedal 
Match against Okanagan Lakers, it 
was an indication to Douglas Royal 
Fans that their team would be 
competing against the hosting 1WU 
Spartans with their 3/4 of the gym 
fan club yelling out their support. 
the~~~ 
experience for the Royals, this match 
was not. 
TheRoyalswarm-upwasamost 
unusual one. 1he players used their 
half of the volleyball court to play an 
informalgameofRugby.lhepurpose 
was to relax the guys and also take 
the crowd's attention away from 
cheering for the Spartans. 
"''t was pi~ good for us, 
fun and relaxing, and totakethefans 
awayfrom the1WUteam, "Newman 
explained. "'And it worked!"' 
Also the Royals had clnsen to 
start the game off by playing on 
1WU's traditional side of the court, 
thus placing themselves in front of 
the Spartan fans and vice versa. But 
the game quickly shifted back to the 
Spartans. 
Though the Royals managed to the Spartans. 
slmt out the screams and the cheers Those were the final two games 
of the 1WU fan club, they were of the 92-93 season for the Dou$s 
unable to stop the Spartans' score Royals as the 1WU Spartans had 
from pulling away. knocked their chaoces of competing 
E'lilal increased defense could in the CCAA Nationals. 
not hold down the intensity of the "''t would've been nice to end 
Spartan atfacb. the season with a win. but still when 
Newman thought that his guys you look back, we had a really good 
migbtha"Vebeenbmnedinthismatch. season. We played really well, we 
The Trinity Western Spartans didsecureagoodplay-offspot.There 
not only won the match ( 15-8, 15-5, weresixteamfightingforfourspots," 
15-10)butalsoeamedtheposition to Newman concluded, and adcfed," I 
play in the Nationals for the second feel good that the players have 
con;ecutive improved over the season." 
Oilier Sports 
Douglas KOopsters Capture Provincial Titles 
Onkar Hayre: Not faster than a speeding bullet but at least rm beating the Malaspina to the basket! Jenee Lutz (right): HelllJMI 
On the weekend of March 5-7, the Douglas College's Mens and Womens Basketball Teams trounced aD opposition to capture theProvincial Titles. 
TheWomentookonfJ\eFraserValleyCollegeCascadesdefeatingthemtwooutofthreegames.TillyWoods,onceagain,withAllConferenceteamplayers,PenneFamilusiandRobyn 
Knight, played an excellent round on the courts. Full court press was of great advantage as they were able to "pick apart" the UCFV defense, winning 70-51. The second game, which was 
held at UCFV Campus, surprised the Royals with a "raucous" crowd. Unable to take the crowd out of the game, Douglas lost to UCFV 62-50. 
Dquglas came home and greeted UCFV with a raucous crowd of their own as both teams played a hard fought game. It remained close into the second half as Fraser Valley tied it40-
40, but were never able to lead as Douglas wo the BCCAA Gold Medal with a 65--52 victory for a 2-1 series advantage in the best of three final 
Both Douglas and UCFV will advanceto the National Championships in Briercrest Bible College in Caronport of Saskatchewan. 
MeanwhiletheMens'TeamcrushedhostsMalaspinaMarinersonthe5thwhichsprungnewenergytodefeattheMarinersthefollowingday,aswell.DouglashadtmnedtheMariner-
court disadvantage to advantage. 
Led by All Cana~ Vern Knopp and All-Conference player Chad Caldwell, the Royas broke the Mariner defense with strong offense and outside shooting. 
Knopp had claimed before the Provincials that Malaspina did have players that were taller than the Royals' guards but it didn't mean that they were better. And the team certainly 
proved that Knopp has plenty to be proud of and so does the rest of the team. Various tactical plays which involved sometimes out-huslted the opposition, and different offensive styles 
of the post-players, contnbuted to the victory. · 
Cluis Vandermark mentioned,''We all play differently. V em goes around the players in the past but ljust like to go straight through. .. 
The Men now look forward to the National Tournament in Regina. Saskatchewan. 
Sports Year In Review 
an exciting 
compendium of the 
greatest plays, 
hottest teams, and 
coolest games of 
1992-93 
appearing in the next issue of the Other Press 
Don•t Miss It! 
• .,,., 
lllill 
bMd?? 
If you want 
some free 
exposure drop 
off your demo 
at The Other Press 
In room 1020. 
We probably 
won't atve 11 
back but we will 
review lt. 
So what have 
you got to 
. loose? 
Who knows 
you might 
farnOusll 
VOLUNTEERS 
NEEDED 
Are you aa oa..-, .. taaecMB IIWI 
or WCIIIlU Oftl' die ace fll9 wltll a 
aenr .. yodle attitude ud a aooct seue fl 
bUIIIoar? 
We are a 11011-proflt IOdety dlat helps 
:ouac ofrmclen aac1 diDclra qed 8 to 12 
wbo are It risk of cetdD&IDto trouble. 
If you hue about tbree laoan per week 
anllable tor at leut the nest lbt moatbs 
we'd rally like to hear from yoa. We 
believe that oae-to-one llltenc:doa with a 
well·adjulted adult caa Improve the 
bebaYiour of a troubled cbUd. 
Interested? Pleue call Ul today. 
Phone 291..()()49 
·~ 
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1te men get t e mas a en I On The video shows simulated achieve more than the marginalized the cumculum, let alone therr own 
PamelaM women, and for whites and classroom scenes where men are women. classroombehavior.lssuesofracism 
by urray minorities.Researchby;MyraSadker more assertive and attention David Sadker said sports and sexism create anxiety among 
MONlREAL (CUP) - Concordia and David Sadker of the American grabbing, while women are more analogiesandsexualinnuendocreate faculty members and some resent 
University's Office of the Status of University in Wa.shington D:C. marginalized and often interrupted a male environment which can classroomchangeas~lossofpower 
Womenhasrecentlyreleaseda video concluded that white men recetve when they do participate. exclude women. and autonomy, he satd. 
designed to show professors how to the most attention in classroo~s, A biased teacher is shown "Professorswhoworktoinclude "Suddenly a~king that the 
identify sexist and racist behavior in followed by men of colour, white making more eye contact with men, women in the classroom discussion curriculum should .mclud~ half t?e 
the classroom. womenandlastlywomenofcolour. andurgingthemtoexpandtheirideas are teaching the men in the class a world is seen as mterfering wtth 
The video, titled '1nequityin the ''There are so many different by providing them with more praise very important lesson," he said. knowledge," said Sheila ~cln~, a 
classroom", shows that educational micro-inequities and subtle forms of and helpful criticism. Myra Sadker According to Professor William lawyer at Queen's Umver~tty ·. A 
experiences differ for men and bias that creep into the classroom," said the specific and clear feedback Gilsdorf at Concordia, man system that defends subordination 
in the name of academic freedom not 
Why work for peanuts 
when you can sell them? 
only reproduces inequality, but 
reduces sexism and racism to abstract 
ideas, she said. 
The video includes lessons for 
educators. Every student should 
receive specific and clear feedback to 
their comments. To create a less 
intimidating atmosphere, teachers 
should also increase "wait time" after 
throwingouta question in class. This 
tactic allows moretimefor"invisible" 
students to speak up. 
---
Michelle Seguin, coordinator of 
Concordia's office of the Status of 
Women, said over 500 copies of the 
video have been sold in Canada, and 
more have been ordered from the 
U.S. and Europe. 
Starting your own business is one way to guarantee 
yourself a job this summer. 
Centres, Canada Employment Centres for Students, any 
branch of the Royal Bank of Canada or the National Bank 
"The response is very 
encouraging," she said. 
of Canada. If you're a full-time student returning to school this 
fall and legally entitled to work in Canada, Challenge '93, 
the government of Canada's summer employment program 
for students, is offering loans of up to $3,000 to help 
you start a business. 
Just come to us with your idea, and we'll see what 
we can do about putting you to work for someone you 
Details are available at any branch of the Federal 
Business Development Bank, Canada Employment 
really like. You. 
Call toll- free : 
1 800 361-2126. 
Canada 
tiJI ROYAL BANK 
t!!!!J BANOUE ROYALE 
Can Canada afford to tax reading? 
lbe GST is the first federal tax ever applied to reading material in Canada. 
Books, magazines and newspapers were free of all federal taxes from Confederation until1991. 
lbe tax on reading ha• reduced reading in Canada and harmed students, libraries, writers and publishers. 
The facts: 
Education is the key to Canada's future 
When the Prime Minister unveiled his education and prosperity policy last year, he 
stressed the importance of learning and literacy to canada's future . Yet it was his 
government that introduced the first federal tax in Canadian history to apply to reading 
material. 
Other countries don't tax reading 
Our international competitors- the U.S., Britain, Japan, Ireland, Mexico, Australia, and 
many other countries- know the importance of literacy. That's why they refuse to tax 
reading. The European Parliament recently voted to rellX)ve all taxes from reading 
materials -as an investment in their countries' future. 
The GST is taking books, magazines and newspapers out of 
the hands of Canadians and out of Canadian libraries. 
Book sales dropped 100Alin theflrstyearofGST. Magazine sales dropped 10-15%lastyear. 
The GST has caused the largest drop in Canadian newspaper circulation in fifty years. 
During the last recession, sales Increased Libraries and schools are supposed to receive 
GST rebates, but the rebate system doesn't work. The result: a 7% cut in library budgets. 
The GST is a tax on literacy. 
The federal government collected more from the tax on reading material last year than 
federal spending on adult literacy and publishing combined. Most Canadians think their 
government should support literature and literacy; this government is doing the opposite. 
We can get this 
tax removed -
Here's what you can do. 
Canada can't afford a tax that's reducing reading and harming the quality of education. The 
Prime Minister promised in October, 1990 to carefully review the reading tax after a year, 
and to remove it if it had reduced reading. It's time for that review. Please send a card, letter 
or fax to the Prime Minister and the Minister of Finance, and to your local MP. (No postage 
is required on mail to these individuals). 
Pre-addressed postcards to the Prime Minister and Minister of Finance are available from 
the Canadian Federation of Students or from the Coalition. 
Ask your student association what they're doing to fight the reading tax, and how you can 
help. Ask your Board of Governors, faculty association or union to write to the Prime 
Minister. 
Rt Hon. Brian Mulroney 
Office of the Prime Minister 
80 Wellington Street, Ottawa 
K1A OA2 Fax: (613) 941-6900 
Hon. Don Mazankowski 
Minister of Finance 
140 O'Connor Street, Ottawa 
K1A OA6 Fax: (613) 957-5652 
The Don't Tax Reading Coalition has a variety of materials available- many are free . 
Please call or write the Coalition for information. 
Canada will pay tomorrow for the tax on reading today. 
The Donl Tax Reading Coolltlon represents Canala's wrltars, publishers. booksellers, Ubrnrans,teachers, sludentsand realers: AntlqllirBI!mk9lllssAssx:illbl ofCcrlada, Amiilonol cara!ilrliWishers, CcrladBn llookselersAssocliion, cara!ilrl ~Pubisllers' Cound\ ca..!Jan Communly ~ 
Assxmion, ca..!ian llatj News!aPIJ Assocliion, Canadian Fedllfllllon of S!OOents, Cana:fiir1 LJny Ami1tlon. CcrladBn Maga2ile PubisllersAssocliion, Cimflilfl Teadlers' lideriDln. CalalilrllJrWersity Press, Plrb!klll MarXsll!rs of Qmia, Canal ian As5oda!lon of School Admlnlsllillors, Canallan Council 
olleachers of EngUsh, Canoolan School BoardsAssoclallon, Freelance Edltors' Assoclallon of Canada, League cA Canadian Poets, Perla!Jcal Writers' Association of Canada, Plor,wrlghts' Union of Canada, The Wri1Brs' Union of Canooa This oo Is sponsored~ Canadian University Press and this newspapet 
Don't Tax Reading Coalition, 260 King St. E., Toronto, Ontario, M5A 11<3 (416) 361-1408/Fax ( 416) 361-0643 
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her Editorials & Opinions 
innie Becomes A Shock Trooper In War On Legal Drug! 
. C.'S methadone maintenance programs ~of~1ocover daysscammingand thieving .. .many Citizen Shane suggested that many 
t ed b tabl 'd' h k · the high~. «.numeroUs drug- livesbecomemuchbetier,productive.. methadonemaintenancepatientsare rea en y 01 s s oc tactics relatedlo;pita1i7JI.tioos,smgeriesand Most importantly, despite the afraid, afraid that the negative 
MarkS. Foster theirpresaiptionsftrcashneededto ?ther. ~tmen~ is beyond the manyopportunitiesandtemptations, publicity surrounding the publicly 
supportillegalnarrotichigb;.Many unasma:tion. Dirty drugs make most dO not sell their methadone funded methadone maintenance 
Vancouver's local tabloid has readers of the Province articles may people sick. ~ despite i~ prescriptions. The logic of addiction programs may lead 1o cutbacks. He 
sationalized yet another have assumed that public funds are numerous ~tive side effects, IS supports this fact Addicts need their is quite right in his assumption 
popularcause,exciting,angering beingwastedonjunkies'illicithighs. pharmaceuticaLc . dosage. H budget or quota cuts oa:ur, 
misleadingitsbudgetronscious The vast majority of people ~f'l~report Shane McCune in his Citizen patients already benefiting from 
ders. Recently the Province benefiting from methadone upward ~m their lives shortly Shane columns hit the nail right on methadonemaintenancemaybe""cut 
blished several articles and maintenancewerelongtermheroin aft~ ~g m~thad~ne theheadtwice.Marchlsthe1old the off." But even worse. the program 
pondentlettersconceming B.C.'s addicts before seeking help. Almost maintenance. Active heroin addi~ story of Montreal's ill fated may not reach those who truly need 
donemaintenanceprograms. all supported their illicit habits by ~yhavegood~.abouttheir methadone maintenance it1orepairlivesshatteredbynarcotics 
The first, February 28th, narcotics trafficking, prostitution, livesmgeneral ~po51~echanges pr~ms ... yet another narcotics addiction Unlike Montreal before it 
tured a "screamer" headline stealing,engineeringwelfarescams that~ P!ace .m a.life, even a story m which the powers that be created its own herQin problem 
· · ineffect.thatmanyheroin oranynumberofothetimaginative recovenng junkie's life, are well aco.dentally foutd a "cure" worse accidentally, Vancouverisalreadya 
diets seeking medical help in illegal activities. As the Jaw of wmh tbeoost.. thantheproblem.Hetellsthestoryof city rife with high quality, low cost 
· with their addiction_ only averages supports, many were . For ex::r;e, m-:thad~ne Montreal's methadone woes. heroin Methado~ ~y not be the 
t that medical help to help caught on numerous on asinos. patients .are . to begin getting Mmtreal may not have needed best answer, but 1t IS presently the 
the high costs of their illicit ImaginetheaJStthepublicpays akmg with~ spouses. '~bey will methadone maintenance in the early only available solution 
·c toys. for all those police investi&ftions, probably begin tolookandc:o00uct 1970's. Theoppositeiscertainlytrue Whileconstantlyaddressingthe 
The other two articles seemed arrestsandimprisomneols. TheaJSt themselves as a well adjusted, today! Montreal's decision 1o make costs of methadone maintenance, it 
present only one point of view, of keeping one inmate in a federal -~ adults. Career-oriented methadonewidelyavailable.andits isinterestingthatthearticlesfailedto 
... an anti-methadone penitentiaryorprovindaljlilftrone schooling or ~. 'Mllk are often subsequenttighteningofrestrictiom mentionthatthemostexpensivepart 
intenance viewpoint. What yeariswellinexcessoftbatofkeeping among the ~1tive effects of on methadone, created the major of a daily methadone maintenance 
ows is information and another one addict, even a poor one, on m~done mamtenance. Most heroin trade Montreal Methadone, regimenisthesevendollar(average) 
pective for readers to examine methadone maintenance fora year. ad~cts on the me!l'adone although~imperfectsolution.may dispensing fee that pharmacists 
ut methadone maintenance Methadone recipients who are ~program begin to pay helpsave6ves.supportstoday.Asis charge for each bottle of Tang and 
hnnns. employed pay the aJSt themselves. their ~ and spend money on becoming more and more evident methadone solution that they pass 
The first article (February 28) The cost of treating the many groc~.es and other common every day, the more controls the over the counter. Where is the 
thataccording1oDr.Douglas health woes (AIDS is only one 11ecessatiesratberthani11egaldru~ authoritiesimposeonnarcoticsuse, negative publicity surrounding the 
,anexpertintheaddictions possibility) that arise from active ~usuallybeoomephysicallyfi~ thelargerthearisingproblemsgrow. pharmacists' monopoly, anJ the~ 
d.mostmethadonerecipientssell heroinaddictionisastrooomical.. The Itisnolongerthenorm to spend their lnhisMarch3Provincecolumn, extraordinary profits they reap from 
hange, Changes & The Weather -c:ontinuedonpagel2 
icated to the young man and woman 
o gave a Robson Street panhandler $100 
e Monday evening in March 
It's a bug, a virus, this writing 
Not everyone catches it, but 
you're one who does you 
"tely know it! 
Theskyisgraytoday,nosunas 
as theeyecansee. That's far. I'm 
ing near the Haywood 
stand. just above English Bay 
ch. There's not much marine 
c out there, only half a dozen. 
ybe eight freighters moored in 
harbor. 
There's not much pedesbian 
auto traffic either. It was raining 
vily earlier, but that's subsided. 
I hadn't planned my stop here 
y. In fact, I hadn't planned 
ythingfor today. I came by a few 
bucks and decided that sii¥:e I 
d already ended up close 1o the 
ch. I should visit it With beers, 
turally. 
I haven't been here since last 
er.A friendandicamedown 
one August night after seeing 
ic Instinct We tried 1o enjoy ice 
cones thatcostmorethanour 
vie admission, and we people-
tched. 
Back where I'm from it's mid-
ter 1oday, really nasty weather! 
t I'm here, not there, and the 
ther, soggy as it is, is fine with 
The gray scene before me is 
,re1uing.Noteventhesparse 
1otrafficonBeachAvenueannoys 
My six pack is warm, but so 
t? It' sasixpacklhadn'tplanned 
having.Callitagift. To.keepthe 
down I'll poke an extra hole 
th my trusty P-38. I still carry the 
y military can opener on my key 
· It's handy in situations like 
s ... you can take the boy off the 
t, but you can't take the street 
the boy. 
I'm writing with a pen. a 
ctice the keyboard world of 
dent press life has deprived me 
a long, long time. It'll be hell 
ta entering this 
ibbJe...rememberthatifyouenjoy 
piece.ltain'tallfunandgames. 
Someday I'd like 1o do this for 
Well, not exactly this. The 
• . part 
started (read: restarted) 
a little over a year ago, after 
venteen year absence from 
academia,myplansweretoeulel'1he 
cssw (Community Social Service 
Worker)program.1oday,a~ 
long waiting list later, I dan't . 
so. I think I've changed my mind. 
My decision may leave me 
somewhat poverty stricken...but it 
will also teave me fulfiDed. I tbiolc. 
That doesn't mean bel~ albers is 
out 
usually a keyboard) can 
great might! 
I try to write with social 
consciousness. I hope most of my 
pieces convey that social 
consciousness. I also hope that my 
writing helps 1o right some of the 
innumerablesocial~tbatmost 
of us witnessdaily.-orweignore but 
know all about 
I was down on skid row this 
morning for an appoir • .ment. I 
wonder how often the people living, 
existing down there see this beautiful 
view in the course of the year? How 
often do those suffering. powrty, 
addiction or cultural deterioration 
have the money, time,desireorability 
to see the scenic end of their city? 
It is their city too, you know. But 
life is quite different down on skid 
row. Exploited by greedyslwnlorcls. 
penn~~bbingm~~ 
become a way of life ftr too many · 
citizens. fellow Qtizen. 
Most prostitutes are not 
prostitutes by choice. Most addicts 
and alalbolics are not addicts and 
alcoldicsbycboice. Moststreetkids 
are not street kids by choice. Most 
unfmtunatesarenotunfortunate by 
choice. Despite any previous 
ooncJusions one might hold, logic 
dictates that most people will not 
choose squalor and deprivation...if 
given a choice. 
Open your minds and your 
hearts, dear readers. Spare your 
change, do some volunteer ~ 
toss a few cans in any food bank 
box ...Begratefulyou'refortunateand 
reach out to those who are not. By all 
means,ignore{llangeForTheBetterl 
Seventywfive 
"things People 
Tried To Sell lie 
o..ing 'nlro Weeks 
On Vancouver's 
Recently l'vebeenspendinglots 
of time on Vancouver's streets, 
especially in the downtown area. 
Cowringseveralstreetpeoplerelated 
issues I spent my time with the 
brodleiSaoisisterswhohthestreet 
life. I had all sorts of experiences, 
good and bad. Some were 
extremely ... extraordinary? For 
instance.therewasthewomantrying 
to sell me stolen tDilet paper and the 
man trying to sell me a sleeping 
woman. I've listed some of the 
merchandise available to the 
discerning shopper on Vancouver's 
streets. 
slden cigarettes 
dock radios 
stereos 
valium 
LSD 
hash 
poL 
heroin 
methada:te 
a car 
rubbing alcohol 
condoms 
syringes c of every description 
shoes 
aWalkman 
-CODiimaed on 
..... ~ .. 711& PRESENTS 
!~TA~~!i!~~I!~BL~~!9!1~ 
..:...: .
COUNTRY DICK MONTANA (!l~•t F•rmers) : 
MOJO NIXON • JOHN DOE · DAVE ALVIN (fomerly of the Bl•sters) 
Plus other penon•l friends Met DISTINGUISHED HOOLIGANS 
WEDNESDAY MARCH 24 Doors 8:00pm 
........... IUTia WIIKIND RocK SPICIAL 
Slarring Sony Mutic/Columbia 54 40 and~ 
._.... ~Arfilb • ._..,~ 
THE PUUUIT OF HAPPINESS 
THURSDAY APRIL 8 • FRIDAY APRIL 9 (HOliDAY) 
WIN WIN 
ADMISSION FOR 2 TO 
5440 
WI PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS 
AT THE FABULOUS COMMODORE 
(THURS. APRIL 8) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CONTEST GUIDELINES 
·1 ENTRY PER PERSON 
• ENTRANT MUST BE 19 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER 
BY SHOW DATE {PROOF OF AGE MAY BE REQUIRED) 
• TRIVIA QUESTION ON ENTRY FORM MUST BE 
ANSWERED CORRECTLY TO WIN 
• ALL ENTRIES MUST BE HANDED IN TO THE OTHER 
PRESS OFFICE {ROOM 1010) BY 1:00PM MONDAY 
APRIL 5 1993. 
• RANDOM DRAW WILL TAKE PLACE IN THE OTHER 
PRESS OFFICE AT 1:00PM MONDAY APRIL 51 1993. 
• WINNER WILL BE NOTIFIED BY PHONE IF NOT 
PRESENT AT DRAW 
**FOR MORE INFO, DROP BY THE OTHER 
PRESS OFFICE OR CALL 525 - 3542. 
(ASK FOR BYRUN OR TARA) 
------------------------------------------------------------· ENTRY FORM 
Full Name ___________ _ 
Phone # (day) ____ ( eve) ___ _ 
•••1 have read, accept and will follow the 
above mentioned contest guidelines. 
(SIGNATURE) 
TRIVIA QUESTION: What Is the.....,. 
of 54 40's most recent album,..._, 
Answer=-------------:--
the Other Press March 19, 1993 
Other News----------
First Nations Society <517- 5110>. 
Awareness Week Mug~;a~~You), 
·-continued from page 1 
Also highlighted will be a 
presentation from the Alliance 
against the NAWAPA water 
diversion scheme. Elder Joe Jules will 
speak on this project that is 
threatening to flood a large 
percentage of BC lands. 
Throughout the week, there will 
benative~for~e.S~lingTalis 
will provide his artistic tee shirts and 
prints, Valerie James will display his 
silver jewellery and Eva Brazeau will 
display herbeadworkaswellasother 
artists' crafts. 
lnendingtheweek, there will be 
drumming and singing in the 
concourse with a traditional 
Friendship Dance to which everyone 
is welcome to participate. 
We heartily invite participation 
at all our presentations. For more 
I information committee members, 
James Andrew, Bob Nolin and Betsy 
Senyk can be reached at the Student 
P.S. 
During the First Nations 
Awareness Week, members of the Firts 
Nations Association of Douglas College 
will be oolunteering as Big Brothers and 
Big Sisters with First Nations 
Elementary and Secondary students of 
the New Westminster School District. 
Each of the students will be paired off 
with one of the First Nations Douglas 
students. They will attend classes with 
their Big Brother or Sister during this 
awareness week. The purpose of this is to 
provide role models fort he First Nations 
high school and elementary school 
students. Also to provide them 
motivation and help them strive for 
academic achieomentlf you need more 
information you am contact me at 581 
4856, or at the DCSS. 
Vinnie the Cop 
-continued from page 11 
those in need? 
The cost is worth the 
improvement, worth the positive 
turns a life will likely take. Without 
methadone maintenance, many -~,f!:~:::dj addicts might already have, or will 
''•'"_. .,...,, probablyeventuallybecomenegative 
statistics. Tile investigation into each 
deathandlater, thepaupers' funerals 
would be at public expense. 
I 
75 Things 
-Continued from page 11 
LIFE CAN BE A BLAST 
FOR A BCIT MINING GRADUATE! 
BCIT mining graduates can be found throughout the world. enjoying a 
tremendous variety of life-styles and work environments. Imagine the 
possibilities ... 
• A tent in the Andes laying out a flume .. . 
• An office in Toronto setting up software .. . 
• An open-pit mine on Vancouver Island .. . 
The 2-year Mining Technology Diploma Program will give you the 
broad-based practical skills that you need to enter a wide range of 
mining and related occupations. Transfer options can be obtained for 
entry into second or third year university (mining engineering and 
geology). PLEASE NOTE: A number qf Entrance'Award1· are 
ami/able to students entering tbe Mining Program. 
TALK WITIIINSTRUCTORS, STIJDENTS AND GRADUATES 
The Mining Department invites you to visit them to find out more about 
your passport to adventure. For information call the BCIT Mining 
Department at ( 604) 432-8267 . 
BRJnSH COWMBVi 
tNSnTUTF OF TECHNOLOGY 
foreign money 
calendars 
a 100 year old dictionary 
cassette tapes 
a belt 
belt buckles 
lighters 
pills of every description 
chewing gum 
candy bars 
heterosexual sex 
homosexual sex 
abed 
a room 
other people's phone numbers 
a slave 
plastic baggies 
a clock 
dresses 
arcade tokens 
car parts of every description 
a backpack 
a sleeping woman 
breakfast 
sandwiches 
empty cans and bottles 
a broom and mop 
wine 
beer 
whiskey 
a calculator 
ID 
wallets 
purses 
political buttons 
a place to shower 
doctor's names 
prescription pads 
cheques of all descriptions 
a policeman's badge 
art of every description 
canned goods 
calculators 
leather jackets, vests, etc. 
telephones 
costume jewelry 
information 
and the list goes on ... 
other poems--
dust Another Night 
Just another night 
A night for fun 
A night for laughs 
A night for just about anything 
What's wild for some, may be 
living on the edge 
While for the others, 
Fun might be going crazy 
And never knowing why 
Hurting someone for amusement 
To kill the time 
May not be be enough 
To really hurt someone 
You have to destroy what's inside 
AU the hopes and dreams 
That makes them what they are 
And some dav will come true 
Unless you lose direction 
And forget yourself 
Just another night 
-Ronnie Bains 
Don•t Kill 
BUGS 
on t en Anot er fun Resume. 
Stop sending dozens of ineffective resumes! Get on top 
of the YES pile, & out of the junk pile with our guaranteed 
MAKE IT A WINNER! 
resume system--RESUMACTIONC-and you will be a 100% 
winner in the Job Race. Order one of our easy-to-use 
limited edition kits and in no time you can create 80% 
effective resumes that will get you that all important 
interview. :. guaranteed or money refunded. 60% 
I ~f~ V¥A C~~q~e I s~o 40% 
Order your kit today! Phone 684-0806 or write: 
"Scri6f & ScfwCar S tationuy" 
1231 Davie St. Vancower, B.C. \/6E 1N9 
(MASTERCARD, VISA, PERSONAL CHEQUES .-cCPETEO) 
-
·-
-
--zno· 
20% 
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